Tailor made trip plan

PANAMA CANAL AND AN AUTHENTIC DISCOVERY OF CASCO VIEJO

Departure to Miraflores, where you can follow the technical
operations of the canal locks from a platform. The Miraflores
locks, is one of the 3 set of locks of the Panama Canal.

Visit of the Panama Canal,Casco Viejo & Santa
Ana District

Then, visit the Casco Viejo and walk around the principal alleys
and architectural monuments of the old quarter.

Included: private guide and private transfer with
Spanish-speaking driver
Duration: 8h

Continue to the Popular district of Santa Ana, to encounter a
vibrant and quite unique culture behind the touristic scene of
The Casco Viejo.

English-speaking guide

The inhabitants of Santa Ana are promoting the development of
their district to show you hidden treasures of their culture. You
will notice a social contrast between the neighborhoods, yet a
very friendly and charming environment with smiling faces that will
welcome you! Taste the Panamanian flavors with a homemade
lunch, play dominoes in the Park of Bored (Parque de los
Aburridos). Return to your hotel in the afternoon.

Traditional Lunch

HIKING IN PARK SOBERANIA & GATUN EXPEDITION

6h30 Morning nature-walk through this marvelous natural park.
Enjoy a hike surrounded by tropical woods and animals, feel the
embrace of the nature that welcomes you to Panama.
The Soberania National Park is just 30 minutes from Panama City
and hosts over 1,300 plant species and 525 bird species. The
national park has nature trails that allow visitors to submerge in
the luxuriant nature of Panama. Walk through one of the natural
trails and enjoy the marvelous scenery of tropical trees of this
protected area.

Hiking in Soberanía National Park & Boat Tour
in Gatun Lake
Includes: private round-trip transfer from your
hotel, regrouped boat tour in Gatun Lake,
private hiking tour, and English-speaking guide.
Duration: approx. 6h (includes driving time)

English-speaking guide
Then take a boat ride to explore the Gatun Lake and some of its
islands. Monkeys, iguanas and even crocodiles are some of the
animals you can observe in their natural environment. Experience
the cry of the howler monkey that mixes along with the chant of
exotic birds. You will be delighted!

Picnic lunch

ENCOUNTER WITH THE EMBERA INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY

Prepare for a cultural encounter with the indigenous community
“The Emberás”. Embark on a canoe ride through the Chagres River
and explore its surroundings where natural life runs at its edges.

Encounter the Embera community

Nature-walk through the jungle until a waterfall to refresh
yourself before continuing to the community (if the level of water
is adequate- moderate hike). One of the village chiefs will present
their lifestyle and traditions: developing of baskets, colorful
clothes, body paintings, dances. A typical lunch based on fish and
plantains is included.

Includes: private round-trip transfer, regrouped
round-trip canoe transfer, and traditional lunch.

Duration: approx. 6h (includes driving time)

English-speaking guide

Traditional Lunch

FULL DAY PEARL ISLANDS

Early morning transfer by ferry to the archipelago to enjoy a
relaxing day on the beach. Lunch included.
Activities and tours to be organised locally:
• Diving & snorkelling.
• kayaking
• paddle boards
• Whale Watching (july-december)
The Pearl Islands are named after the wonderful pearls that lined
the seabed. The islands were first occupied by Indians before the
Spanish discovery and where frequently used by pirates in the
years that followed. Today it is a perfect destination for those in
search of peace and relaxing pristine beaches.

FULL DAY PEARL ISLANDS
Duration: 11H
Included: with private transfer with Spanishspeaking driver, ferry transfer (round trip), lunch
(excluding drinks)
Lunch

PACKAGE INCLUDES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emergency-phone support by our team all along the trip (24/7).
Activities and tours mentioned.
Meals mentioned as included.
Administration fees.
Transfers (by land, boat, air - domestic) as mentioned.
$5/pers: symbolic participation to eco-responsible missions undertaken by Tucaya Panama.

PACKAGE EXCLUDES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

International flights, cancelation, repatriation, life, and luggage insurance.
International airport taxes (around US $40 per person and usually are included in the rates of your flight tickets).
Optional activities and tours.
Any meal that is not mentioned as included or not mentioned at all.
Any beverages that is not mentioned as included or not mentioned at all.
Accommodation and supplements service.
An English-speaking guide during the whole stay.
Any activity or entrance fee that is not mentioned as included or not mentioned at all.
Personal expenses and tips or gratuity.
your carry-on per person.
Life insurance and repatriation.
Travel insurance.
Anything not mentioned above in “The packages includes” section.

IMPORTANT
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

We offer individual tailor-made vacations that fit your dates, wishes, and budget.
The departure times for flights, routes, and tours are given as an indication and must be confirmed.
Local imperatives: delays in transportation, stations, parties, and holidays, the opening of museums, restaurants
or site visit, local weather …. can lead us to change the route in the place.
The mentioned hotels must be confirmed according to the availability at the time of booking. In case a hotel is not
available we will systematically offer you a hotel in an equivalent category and price. If a hotel in an equivalent
category and price is not available, we will offer different options with pricing information that applies for your
validation.
The check in time for most accommodations in Panama is at 3pm and check out around noon.
The category of hotels in Panama does not correspond to European or American standards because there is no
entity that regulates the number of stars. That said, each hotel receives the stars of its hotel chain or the type of
services it offers. For this reason, the number of stars we have communicated will not necessarily correspond to
the information you find online, because we have a selection and categorization based on European standards.
The observation of wildlife in Panama depends on the seasons. We propose activities that allows the observation
of certain animals according to the seasons (turtles, whales, quetzals, monkeys, etc.). Note: the chances of
observing animals during excursions are very high if the seasons coincide with each species, we do not visit zoo
and cannot guarantee the observation of animals every day. We strictly practice responsible wildlife observation
and abide by international standards. Always follow your guides instructions.

